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カタルーニャの人間の塔における身体、感情、つながり（1）
Bodies, Emotion and Sociability in Catalan Human Towers.
Abstract
　The castells are a cultural manifestation with a great symbolic relevance for Catalonia. Since 2010, they 
have belonged to the Intangible World Heritage by UNESCO. Spread throughout the whole country, the 
name castell refers to building human towers that can reach a considerable height and are characteristic 
for festive events. These human towers can achieve heights of up to ten levels. Erecting human towers 
of such dimensions is not an easy matter and requires a certain sophisticated technique. According to 
their practitioners, the key words that define the castells are força, equilibri, valor and seny（strength, 
balance, courage and sense）. These cultural manifestations come to life through the action and interaction 
of different territories of sociability that very often are constituted by specialists, tradition bearers, the 
imagined community, institutions and even scholars. In the course of time, especially in the last 50 years, 
these territories of sociability have undergone relevant changes.
　The castells groups are made up of both women and men from all layers of the social stratum. In their 
performances, there are many different elements involved, human bodies, the space’s materiality, the 
audience, music and other sonic elements, varied sensuous stimuli and a constant flux of affects, feelings 
and emotions. All this allows us to consider the performances, in which these human towers are erected as 
assemblages, as ad hoc groupings of diverse elements, of vibrant materials of all sorts, in which elements 
are correlated in a non-rigidified manner and the boundaries of which are constantly fluctuating.
　The individuals who make up the towers experience moments of contact that are different from the 
somatic order codes of everyday life. Through the close physical contact, the unity of action and the 
constant flow of emotions, bodies lose their individuality and easily become one single collective body.
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1910 2 2 -
1936 6 6 -
1939 3 3 -
1960 8 7 1
1980 17 12 5
1996 51 22 37
2000 58 20 38




































































































































































ムには、Bordegassos de Vilanova（ 町 名は、
Vilanova）、Colla Jove Xiquets de Tarragona 
（町名は、Tarragona）、Capgrossos de Mataró 
（町名は、Mataró）, Castellers de Barcelona （町
名は、Barcelona）、Xics de Granollers （町名は、
Granollers）のように地元の市町村、あるいは大き
































































































































































イスの人間の塔チーム（Els Xiquets de Valls）』と
いう出版物である。その数カ月後（同年）、フラン
セスク・ブラシ（Francesc Blasi）によって『バ















に関する生理学的なアプローチ （Aproximació a 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































（11） 最近では、イギリス（Castellers de London）、チ
リ（Castellers de Lo Prado）、中国（Xiquets de 









































るサービスの科学（Manual de supervivència 
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